Last 6 and 7 November 2015, EAWOP’s Executive Committee (EC) met and discussed the following issues:

- The members discussed about the Participant Feedback from Oslo Congress 2015 and the final financial settlement.
- The updates on the Dublin 2017 congress preparation and organization were presented. The topics discussed were:
  - The topic for the congress
  - The Organizing Committee, the Program Committee and the International Advisory Committee
  - Plan for important dates
  - Marketing options for promoting the congress
  - Preliminary academic programme
  - The proposals for the keynote and state of arts speakers
- A short report on the progress by the Italian local organizers of Torino, 2019 was also presented. The members discussed about the possible dates for the Congress.
- The members discussed about the points to be included in the next remote GA scheduled for June 2016.
- The members discussed about the purpose and the draft of the career survey that will be run in summer-autumn 2016.
- Updates and pending issues on the two journals (EJWOP and OPR) were discussed. The topics were:
  - changes in T&F group
  - the new contract with T&F will be postponed for 2017
  - future OPR editors
- The president reported on the Standing Committee meeting with Fred Zijlstra that was held during the Milano 2015 Congress.
- An update on the novelties in The Alliance for Organizational Psychology (AOP) were discussed. The progress and novelties discussed during the last meeting were presented by the President. The President confirmed that the first AOP SGM meeting will be held in Zurich in February 2016.
- The progress of the Specialised European Certificate in WOP-P was presented. The project is already launched in 3 pilot countries - Spain, Italy and Finland. Other countries will be integrated next year and the documentation is being prepared.
- An update on the progress of the next Summer School planning and organization was presented. The important dates and deadlines for the summer school are decided.
- The Overview of the 2015 Small Group Meetings (SGM) was presented. The members discussed and decided the activity template and the financial report template. The members reviewed and selected 7 proposals for 2016 SGM.

- Report on the Worklab 2015 (Nurnberg, Germany) progress was presented. The organizers will meet after the Worklab 2015 to discuss the next possible Worklab topic.

- The members discussed about increasing the policy impact of EAWOP and about establishing the task force. The proposals to increase the political impact of the field were made.

- A report on the current financial situation and on the budget was presented. The members discuss about what activities can be financed on the current topic about the refugee crisis. The members agree to publish an open call for any kind of activity (seminars, congress, symposium etc.) that can be organized by Constituents or individual members and that deals with the current refugee crisis topic.

- The General Secretary informed that the new EC members are legally registered and the changes in the statutes are registered as well.

- New EAWOP members were formally approved.

- Next EC meeting will be held in Dublin, 19, 20 and 21 of May 2016.